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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Stutfent !Honors antfYl.wartfs Ceremony
Welcome .................. ... .. ... .. ........ ..... ............ ....... ................... .... ......... .... .John F. Schwaller, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean
UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award ... ......... ..... presented by Juli Yauch Wagner '92, secretary/treasurer, UMM Alumni Association
Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics and management
Honors and A wards Ceremony Address ...... .. .. ..... .. .. .. ."We Make the Road by Walking" ....... .................... ....... .. .... ... ....... Pareena Lawrence
associate professor of economics and management
2005 UMM Alumni Association Teaching A ward recipient
Chancellor's Award ....... .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. ... ....... .. .... .. ... ...... ... .......... ..... ........ ...... ....... ............. ... ...............presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor
Kathryn Sullivan, St. Paul
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota
Sara Kloek, Stillwater

Curtis H . Larson Award .... ..... ... .... ....... ... .. .... .... ... ..... ... ..... ... .. ..... .. ... ...... ..... ..... ... .... ... ......... ........ .....presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor
Sara Kloek, Stillwater
Allen W . Edson Award ..... .... .... ....... ... ..... .. ....... ............. ........ ... ..... ... ....presented by Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota
Mary Martelle Memorial Award ..... .... ... ... ... .. ... .. ... .. .... ........ ..... ... ....... ..presented by Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs
Isaiah Brokenleg, Seattle, Washington and Rosebud, South Dakota
Maggie Larson, special events coordinator and Lafave House manager, External Relations
Scholar of the College Award ..... ... ... .. ......... ... .... ... ... .. ...... ....... .......... ...... ..... ..presented by Timna Wyckoff, assistant professor of biology
Andrew Hostetler, assistant professor of psychology
Functions and Awards Committee members
John Alden, Hackensack
Lonnie Bradford, Cromwell
Adria Bykowski, Elk River
Sandra Castro, Guayaquil, Ecuador
William Cox, Fergus Falls
Ellery Crane, Hopkins
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota
Adam Girtman, Prior Lake
Anna Harrington, Stillwater

Laura Hildreth, Grand Rapids
Katie Larson, St. Cloud
Tim Lindberg, Roseville
Isaac Linenhan-Clodfelter, Lake Crystal
Emily Loehr, Savage
Sarah Lofgren, Thief River Falls
Benjamin Peterson, St. Paul
Jon Quarfoth, Arden Hills
Samuel Redman, Red Wing

David Robbin, Hutchinson
Tiffany Roufs, Delano
Kathryn Schwaderer, Palisade
Geoff Sheagley, Minneapolis
Kathryn Sullivan, St. Paul
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood
Joseph Swartz, Jr., Henning
Tim Trometer, Tomball, Texas
Mark Twesme, Osseo, Wisconsin

Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research ... ... ....... .presented by Julie Pelletier, assistant professorof anthropology
Samuel Redman, Red Wing
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty Cultural Awards ... ... ..presented by Michael Miller, assistant counselor, Minority Student Program
Linsey McMurrin, Walker
Sara Dauphinais, Bottineau, North Dakota
Delaine McKenzie, Northome
Heather Michaelsen, Richfield
American Indian Salt Springs Teacher Scholarship ... .... ...... presented by Michael Miller, assistant counselor, Minority Student Program
Sandra Hall, Sisseton, South Dakota
Edwin Isburg, Fort Thompson, South Dakota
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UMM Honors Program Recognition .... ..... .... ......... .. ... ........ presented by Bart Finzel, associate professor of economics and management
Honors Program advisor
Elizabeth Jensen, Bloomington
Ashley Laliberte, Crystal
Chassidy Nelson, Buffalo

David Robbin, Hutchinson
Kay Saager, Poynette, Wisconsin
Mary Schuh, Mandan, North Dakota

Danielle Smith, St. Michael
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood
Abby Von Arx , Caledonia

The above seniors completed the UMM Honors Program which requires the successful completion of one honors course per year,
participation in six honors co- and extracurricular activities per year, and the completion of a senior honors project. Participants must earn
the grade of A for half of their UMM credits.

Education Award ....... .... .... .. ...... ... .... ....... .. ... ....... .. ... ...... ... ......... ...... .. .... ... .... ....... presented by Judy Kuechle, chair, Division of Education
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award ...... .. ..... ...... ............... ....... .. ... ..... ... .... .... ... ... .. .....Katherine Nelson, Mankato
Athletic Awards .. ..... ... .... ........................ .......... .. .. .... .... ... .... ................ ...... .. ............ presented by Mark V. Fohl, director, Athletics Program
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete ...... ........ .... ......... .. .... ... .. .......................... .... ...... .. ... ... .Donnay Green, Chicago, Illinois
Willis Kelly A ward ....... ........ ............ ..... ... ....... ...... .............. ........ ....... ....... .. ................... ..... Mari Sandom, Hudson, Wisconsin
Women's Honor Athlete A ward .... ........... ..... .. .. .. ............... .. ...... ........................... .. .. .. .... ... ... Kay Saager, Poynette, Wisconsin
Men's Honor Athlete Award ............... ....... ... ..... ... ..... ....... ... .... ... .. ... ....... ......... .. ....... ..... ........... .......... Jon Lang, Melrose
Humanities Awards .. ................. .... ... .. ....... ..... ..... .............. ..... ... ...... .... .......... presented by Jenny Nellis, chair, Division of the Humanities
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award ... ........ ...... ..... ........... ... ........ .. ... ...... .. .. .... .... ...... ...... ........ ... ..Christina Meyer, St. Joseph
Dik M unson Art A ward ... ........ .. ..... .... .. ....... ... .. ..... ... ........ ........... ..... ..... ...... ...... .. ... ........ ...... ..... Erica Belkholm, Braham
Rebecca Phillips, Cleveland
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking A ward ...... ... ...... ...... ... ... .. .... ... ... .. .. ........ ....... .............. ......... .... .Chris Anderson , Grand Rapids
Art History Book Award ..... ......... ., ......... ....... ........... ... .. .. .... .. .. ..... ...... ...... ............. ..... ....... .. ...... ......... ... .Amy Fox, Stacy
Alycen Sletto, Alexandria
Alumni A ward for Outstanding English Major.. ..... ... .... ... ...... .. .... .... .. .... ... .. ...... .. ... ........ ..... .Maria Brandt, Redwood Falls
Keith Carlson Memorial Jazz Award ... ... .... ... ......... ..... ... ... .. .. .. ...... ................. .... ....... ......... ......... Dustin Retzlaff, Morris
Betty Peterson Memorial Accompanying A ward ....... .. .. ........ ... ......... ...... ..... ... .... ..... ........... ..... .Terri Jo Schuft, Stewart
Science and Mathematics Awards .... .. .. ........ ........... .... .. ... .... .... .presented by Michael Korth, chair, Division of Science and Mathematics
Abbott Award ........................................................ ........ .. ... ....... ...... ......... ................. .............. William Cox, Fergus Falls
Jay Y. Roshal Award ............. .. .. .. .................. .................... .... ............ ................ .. ......... ... ......... ..Eric Korman, Paynesville
spdf Chemistry Award ... .......... ........ .. ............ ....... ..... ...... ......... ... ......... .... ... ... ... ..... .... ....... Ryan Turgeon, South St. Paul
Freshman Chemistry A ward ..... ....... ......... ........ .... ......... .. .............. .. ..... ... ....Janice (Kyung-mee) Lee, Daegu, South Korea
Social Science Awards .... .......... ....... ..... ... .. ... ... ....... ........... .. ..... ..... .... ...... .presented by Jooinn Lee, chair, Division of the Social Sciences
Mimi Frenier Award in Women 's Studies ...... ....... ... ..... ... ......... ...... .... .. ........ .... ......... .... ... .. .. .Laura Knight, Chanhassen
Ted Underwood Award in History ......... ...... .................. .... .... ...... ... .... ....... .... .... ... ...... ...... ..... Diana Giordano, Stillwater
Joseph Swmtz, Jr., Henning
Chris Berg Memorial Award .. ..... ... ... ........ .......... ......... ... ... .. ... ... ............. ...... ...... .. ... .............. David Robbin, Hutchinson
Gieske Academic Award ........... .... ........ ..... .... ...... ..... ... .. ....... ......................... .Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota
Kristen Invie, St. Louis Park
Sara Kloek, Stillwater
Dimitra Giannuli Memorial Award ..... ... ..... ........ .. ..... ..... ........... .. ...... .. .. .... ..... ..................... Samuel J. Redman, Red Wing
Schneider National Award ... ... .. ..... .. .. ........................ ..... .. ............ ........ .. .......... ..... ... .... ... ......Kay Saager, Poynette, Wisconsin
UMM Management/Economics Alumni Award ... ..... ....... ....... ...... .............. ..... ........ .... .. .. ..... .. Cassandra Yant, Andover
Announcements and Closing Remarks
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!Honor Ylwards
Chancellor's Award
Presented annually to an outstanding senior on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to campus life. The chancellor of the
University of Minnesota, Morris makes the selection after consulting with various groups.
Curtis H. Larson A ward
Established in honor of the late Cmtis H. Larson, the award is conferred upon the graduate chosen as senior class speaker. The selection
is made by the faculty and the graduating seniors. Curtis Larson, UMM' s first class speaker in 1964, died in an accident while serving with
the Peace Corps in Ecuador following his graduation.
Allen W. Edson Award
Presented annually in recognition of contribution to campus life. The selection is made by the Executive Board of the Morris Campus
Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly, and the faculty . Allen Edson was superintendent of the U of M West
Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station on the Morris campus from 1947 to 1958 . He joined the WCSA staff in 1921.
Mary Martelle Memorial Award
Presented annually to a student and to a staff member deemed to have made outstanding contributions to the quality of campus life at UMM.
The award perpetuates the memory of Mary Martelle, senior secretary in the Office of Student Activities from 1965 until her death in 1976.
Scholar of the College A ward
Nominated by faculty, reviewed by the Functions and Awards Committee and approved by the all-campus Assembly, this annual award
is presented to students demonstrating distinguished scholarly work by making valuable contributions in one or more disciplines.
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research
Establi shed by the family, students and friends of Edith Rodgers Farrell, late professor of French and advocate of undergraduate research,
the award is granted annually to a graduating senior whose research is judged by a jury of faculty to be excellent.
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty Cultural Awards
Presented to outstanding American Indian students on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to the Indian and campus
community, and who will be returning to UMM next year.
UMM Honors Program
Participation in this program requires the successful completion of one honors course per year, participation in six honors co- and
extracurricular activities per year, and a senior honors project. Participants must earn the grade of "A" for half of their UMM credits.
William R. Scarborough Memorial A ward
Presented annually to a senior in elementary or secondary education, the award recognizes demonstrated competence and potential for
becoming an outstanding member of the teaching profession. The award honors the memory of William Scarborough, former Division of
Education chair, who joined the faculty in 1966 and made many contributions to UMM and to public education in Minnesota.
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete Award
Presented to a senior male athlete on the basis of academic and athletic excellence and integrity, the award honors Arnold Henjum, professor
of education from September 1964 to June 1992, who made innumerable contributions to Minnesota public education.
Willis Kelly A ward
Presented annually to a senior woman athlete who exemplifies the spirit of competition in UMM women's athletics. The award is in memory
of Willis Kelly, physical education coach and athletic director at UMM for more than 20 years. She became the first director of women's
athletics in 1975 and served as director of men 's and women's athletics from 1982 until her retirement in 1987.
Honor Athlete A ward
Selected by a committee of coaches on the basis of academic and athletic achievement, nominees have a grade point average of3.0 or higher.
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award
Presented to a UMMjunior or senior who demonstrates ability and shows promise as a serious art student. Given by George and Joan Benoit,
former Morris residents, in memory of their daughter, an art major studying at Penn State at the time of her death in an accident.
Dik Munson Art A ward
Presented to outstanding first and second year studio art students demonstrating creative potential in future discipline course work. This
award is intended for purchase of materials and supplies for the recipients artwork and experimentation with new media.
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Art History Book A ward
Awarded to a graduating rut history major in recognition of academic excellence and potential for further achievement in the arts .
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award
This award honors Lois P. Hodgell, UMM professor of art from 1962 until her retirement in 1993. The recipient must show outstanding
achievement in p1intmaking. Presented annually to a sh1dent who demonstrates creative potential in the field and technical understanding
of a variety of print processes.
Alumni A ward for Outstanding English Major
The award is given to an English major in his or her last year at UMM whose performance in English classes has been consistently superior
and who has made positive contributions to the discipline or major in and beyond the classroom.
Keith Carlson Memorial Jazz Award
Presented annually to the most outstanding jazz musician at UMM. It is given in memory of Keith Carlson by Jack and Ethel Carlson.
Betty Peterson Memorial Accompanying A ward
Presented to a senior student who excels in music, the annual award recognizes exceptionally high accompanying ability and quality. The
award was established in memory of Betty Peterson by family and friends.
Abbott A ward in Physics
Presented to a graduating senior physics major, with the greatest potential of achieving a professional career in a physics or a physics-related
field. Established by Robinson Abbott, professor of biology from 1961-1991 , and his wife, Rose Marie, who taught UMM biology courses,
to recognize the importance UMM has played in their lives. All four Abbott children graduated from UMM, three with physics majors.
Jay Y. Roshal Award
Presented to a senior student majoring in biology who demonstrates the most promise and interest in a career in the biological sciences.
The award is in honor of Jay Roshal , professor of biology from 1960-1983 and the first UMM Division of Science and Mathematics chair.
spdf Chemistry Award
The annual spdf award is given to a senior chemistry major demonstrating outstanding scholarship, potential and service in chemistry.
Freshman Chemistry Achievement A ward
This awai·d, honoring a first year student's outstanding pe1formance in a chemistry class, is given by the Chemical Rubber Company.
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Mimi Frenier Award in Women's Studies
Established by colleagues, students, alumni, friends and the UMM Commission on Women in recognition of Professor of History Mariam
Frenier' s dedication to UMM and in appreciation for her contributions to the development of the women ' s studies major. It is annually
granted to a junior or senior women ' s studies major in recognition of high academic achievement, and social, political and civic activism.
Ted Underwood A ward in History
The award is presented to a graduating senior with a major or minor in history or a history concentration in the social science major who
has demonstrated distinguished academic performance in history . The award is named for Dr. Ted L. Underwood, who served UMM as
an outstanding scholar, teacher and administrator from 1967 until his retirement in 1999.
Chris Berg Memorial A ward
This award is presented annually to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has demonstrated academic excellence in that field.
It is presented by the UMM economics/management faculty in memory of their late colleague, Chris Berg.
Dimitra Giannuli Memorial A ward
The annual award is presented based on the excellence of a paper written for any of the history courses offered at UMM. The award was
established by colleagues, friends, family and alumni in memory of Dimitra Giannuli, associate professor of history.
Schneider National Award
Presented to an economics or management student who has demonstrated outstanding research abilities and maintained academic
excellence, the award is funded by Schneider National, Incorporated.
UMM Management/Economics Alumni Award
Thi s award is presented to a graduating di scipline senior who has achieved academic excellence and has provided service to the
di scipline and the UMM campus. It is funded through collective alumni gifts to the Management/Economics Discipline.
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Gieske Academic A ward
Offered annually to outstanding political science majors in their senior year. Recipients will have an exceptional record of
accomplishment at UMM as well as strong prospects for success after graduation. The award is in memory of Millard Gieske who was
a professor in the political science department for more than 15 years. He served as acting chair of the Division of the Social Sciences,
was a respected leader in many professional organizations, and the author of _many political works.

Jlttftfitiona{!Jlon,ors tfuri:"!J tlie 2()()4.-2005 J11.catfemic ry-ear
UMM Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni A ward
Awarded to UMM alumni who have made noteworthy contributions in their professional lives, to public service, or in service to the
University, thus reflecting favorably upon the campus.
Dr. Paulette Fairbanks Molin '66, Hampton, Virginia

Representative Cy Thao '95, St. Paul

Bos Undergraduate Research Awards
The UMM Bos Researl:h Fund was established in honor of Angela Bos ' 01 to enhance the successful undergraduate research experiences
ofUMM students. Funds are made available to cover expenses for travel, conference registration, and other costs associated with the pursuit
of undergraduate research opportunities. All students are eligible to participate.
Maria Brandt, Redwood Falls
Isaiah Brokenleg, Seattle, Washington
and Rosebud, South Dakota
Adria Bykowski, Elk River
Alex Carlson, Cottage Grove

Sandra Castro, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Joe Coyle, Minneapolis
Dianne Desrosiers, Browns Valley
Margaret Dobie, Mapleton
Sarah Lofgren, Thief River Falls

Peter Ray, Barrett
Tiffany Roufs , Delano
Kathryn Schwaderer, Pali sade
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood
Atem Leke Tambo, Buea, Cameroon

Gieske Internship A ward
The Gieske Internship Award honors the memory of Millard Gieske, UMM professor of political science. The award supports political
science students who pursue legislative internships in Washington , D.C. or the Minnesota State capitol.
Emily Loehr, Savage
Owen and Frances Tate A ward
Established by the Tate family to honor the memories of Owen and Frances Tate, lifelong residents of Big Stone County, and to support
student learning activities that do not have other funding sources available. The award provides matching dollars to cover travel expenses
for students presenting scholarly work at symposia and professional meetings, engaging in artistic activities, conducting research projects,
or performing outside of the UMM campus community, all of which are activities that showcase UMM to a broader learning community.
Ruth Patten, Buffalo
David Minge Internship Award
The Minge Internship Award supports students seeking Washington, D. C. intern ships, educational opportunities that former Congressman
David Minge values as important and insightful components in learning about public policy process at the federal level. Preference is given
to internship participants who integrate the study of peace, justice, conservation, the environment, rural affairs or similar issues.
Tim Lindberg, Roseville
Cassie McMahon, East Troy, Wisconsin
Dean's Prize for Senior Studio Art Majors
The Dean 's Prize for Senior Studio Art Majors for senior studio art majors is chosen by studio art and art history faculty from the works
presented by the studio art majors at the senior end-of-year show . The student's art work is added to the UMM permanent art collection.
Jacob Loetscher, New Ulm
Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Art A ward
The Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Alt award recognizes talented UMM students and creates a permanent quality library art collection.
UMM art faculty identify up to ten works from each of the two student art shows. A committee of two library staff, two library student
assistants and an Academic Services Support Committee member select pieces from each of the art shows.
Sara Herman , St. Paul
Christy Meyer, St. Joseph
Christopher Anderson , Grand Rapids
Honors Recital Selected Performers
Pulum Kirn, piano, Daejeon, Korea
Angela Adam, soprano, North St. Paul
Katie Cunnien, flute , White Bear Lake

Anna Harrington, piano, Stillwater
Mark Bauer, baritone, Plymouth
Dustin Retzlaff, bass guitar, Morris
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Terri Jo Schuft, piano, Stewart
Alison Scherzer, soprano, Coon Rapids

Multi-Ethnic Mentorship Program
Participants in the mentorship program are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities between the mentor's data profile
and the scholar's intended academic major, career or personal interests with the ultimate goal of fostering maximum achievement of
personal, academic and professional potential for the scholar. Students and their faculty/staff mentors are as follows:
Chelsey Albrecht/Be11 Ahem
Taylor Anderson/Jennifer Rothchild
Camilla Campera/Patrick Shorb
Tanya Champion/Paula O'Loughlin

Morgan Chatmon/Andy Lopez
Stephanie Liesch/Jeanne Richards
Jamie Oyanagi/Gwen Rudney
Stephanie Rucker/Judy Kuechle

Patri ck Van Zandt/Dian Lopez
Crystal Yang/Barbara Burke
Mayla Yang/Dennis Stewart
Nancy Yang/Mike Miller

Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
The UROP program affords students an opportunity to pe1fo1m independent research with UMM faculty members. Students gain research
skills, similar to those needed for graduate and post-graduate studies; faculty receive valuable assistance in their own research interests.
Students that pa1ticipated in the program are listed first, followed by the faculty they assisted:
John Alden/Paula O'Loughlin
Adria Bykowski/Timna Wyckoff
Steve Cardill/Elena Machkasova
Sandra R. Castro/Pareena Lawrence
Tim Connors/Gretchen Minton
William T. Cox/Gordon McIntosh
Ellery Crane/Nicholas McPhee
Carolyn Draper/Timna Wyckoff
Peter Gilbe11son/Margaret Kuchenreuther

Adam Girtman/Jennifer Ropp
Matthew C. Gravelle/Sylke Boyd
Anna Han-ington/Sarah Buchanan
Kris Juhlin/Peter Wyckoff and
Margaret Kuchenreuther
Elie Korman/Margaret Kuchenreuther
Ruth Patten/Peter Wyckoff
Michael P. Rhodes/Pieranna Garavaso
Dave Robbin/Bart Finzel

Elizabeth Savelkoul/Timna Wyckoff
Mary Schuh/Stacey Aronson
Kathryn Schwaderer/Ted M. Pappenfus
Kathryn J. Sullivan/Peh Ng
Laura Sullivan/Timna Wyckoff
Timothy S. Trometer/Jennifer Ropp
Cassandra Y ant/Pareena Lawrence

2004-2005 Morris Academic Partner Program

In recognition of the value of academic employment to the intellectual development of students and for the opportunity to assist faculty
members in their work, this program awards year-long stipends to academically talented third-year students. These students will undertake
assignments which will enhance their intellectual competence and increase their interest in graduate or professional study. Students were
paired with the following faculty/staff members:
Thomas Alderson/Jeffrey Ratliff-Crain
Andrew Anderson/Ame Kildegaard
Chelsea Anttila/Margaret Kuchenreuther
Kristina Bell/Katherine Benson
Matthew Carlson/Nie McPhee
Emily Christiansen/Elena Machkasova
Alicia Cleary/Pam Solvie
Katie Davison/Gretchen Minton
Kathryn M. Droske/Tammy Berberi
Jessica Engelking/Pieranna Garavaso
Bonnie Fedor/Tim Soderberg

Bryan Fisher/Greg Thorson
Nicole Flohr/Andy Lopez
Jacob L. Grussing/Bradley Deane
Christopher Heuer/Nie McPhee
Laura Hildreth/Pareena Lawrence
Amanda Hyde/Gordon McIntosh
Kyle Larson/Matthew Len Keeler
Tim Lindberg/Paula O ' Loughlin
Cassandra Maki/Pieranna Garavaso
Christa Mims/Tammy Berberi
Ruth Patten/Peter Wyckoff

Erika Paulson/Harold E. Hinds
Jonathan Quarfoth/Dian Rae Lopez
Kay Saager/Stephen V. Burks
Dan Schlatter/Christopher Cole
Andrew Shaffer/Peter Wyckoff
Geoff Sheagley/Paula O ' Loughlin
Melissa J. Smithers/Bart Finzel
Rebecca Steffen/James Wojtaszek
Rachel Worden/Julia Dabbs
Matt Zachman/Jon Anderson

2004 - 2005 Morris Student Administrative Fellows
This program offers students of high ability and motivation the opportunity to play an important role in the daily management of campus
programs and offices. Students worked with the individuals listed following their name.
KayDee Maddy/Katherine Benson
Dan Harms/Tammy Berberi
Dale Bryant/Roger Boleman
La Vern Longie/Mike Cihak
Andy Geyer/Mike Cihak
Rachel Blixt/LeAnn Dean
Alex Jarvi s/Gary Donovan
Christina Meyer/Michael Eble
Vanessa Waltz/Bart Finzel
Isa iah Brokenleg/Walter Fisher
Daniel Opoku-Frempong/Pam Gades
Octavio Martinez/Pam Gades
Andrew LaBerge/Pam Gades

Aaron Vasecka/Pam Gades
Rachel Beckman/Becca Gercken-Hawkins
Matthew Ottinger/Stephen Gross
Angela Patterson/David Hoppe
Rebecca Phillips/David Hoppe
Stephanie Charboneau/Lori Koshork
Katie Kuechenmeister/Lori Koshork
Erin Christenson/Jooinn Lee
Cassandra McMahon/Argie Manoli s
Katherine Rose Beyer/Argie Manolis
Michael Paul Anderson/Nie McPhee
Wayne Manselle/Nic McPhee
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Aaron Price/Tom McRoberts
and Karen Johnson
Jacop Shoop/Tom McRoberts
Anna Kosloski/Gretchen Murphy
Emily Loehr/Paula O' Loughlin
Mike Reynolds/Cindy Poppe
Mark Bauer/Richard J. Richards
Kate Shimshock/I1111a Salazar
Alexandra Kondrick/Ray Schultz
Mariela Marcantetti/Thomas Turner
Erin Schellin/Mike Vandenberg
Natalie Kinsky/Jennifer Zych

2005 Sdiofar of tli£, Co{{e,ge '13iograpliies
John Alden, a junior in the Honors Program majoring in political science and English, has earned a 3.91 GPA. He is a four time teaching
assistant and three-year leader of the International Relations Club. He has led the UMM team in model United Nations competitions in
California, Las Vegas and Canada. He presented his Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program project, "The Potential for
Democracy in Iran" at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference and presented at the 2005 UMM
Undergraduate Research Symposium.

Lonnie Bradford's research demonstrated the relationship of pe1fectionism with pessimism and discouragement. Bradford's poster
entry won Best Poster Award at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium, and his journal article has been accepted for
publication by the peer-reviewed Journal of Social Behavior and Personality.
An exceptional student as demonstrated by a 3.93 GPA, Bradford served as a teaching assistant for two years . His sense of social
commitment is illustrated by enthusiastic involvement in campus and community activities: service-learning projects; Third Ear volunteer
peer counselor; volunteer lobbyist at the Minnesota Legislature in behalf of increased support for mental health programs; member of the
all-U ofM Senate Committee on Social Concerns; Minnesota Public Interest Research Group involvement; mental health screening efforts
participant, and community food drive participant. He is a student affiliate of the American Psychological Association.
Bradford has accumu lated a remarkable amount of direct clinical experience. Beginning as an undergraduate internship but continuing
as employment, he served as a living skills counselor and mental health worker concurrently in several northern Minnesota group homes
for the full range of persistent and severely mentally ill clients. His experience confirmed his career choice and provided him with extens ive
background for graduate work. Bradford has been accepted into one graduate program in clinical psychology and has interviews schedu led
for five other programs.
Adria Bykowski, a biology major, has excelled in biochemistry and microbiology . Her Undergraduate Research Oppo1iunity Program
research, conducted as an assistant to Timna Wyckoff, ass istant professor of biology, compared bacterial antibiotic resistance on
conventional and organic dairies in the Morris area. Adria collected milk samples and analyzed the resistance data. Her skills at the bench
are above average. The data that Bykowski helped collect is the subject of an abstract that has been submitted to the American Society
for Microbiology General Meeting. Bykowski will be attending the meeting in June 2005 . Already accepted into several microbiology
programs, she wiJI be continuing her energetic interest in biomedical sciences in graduate school.

Sandra Castro graduates in May 2005 with majors in economics and studio art, and a cumulative 3.78 GPA. Castro conducted her
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project under the supervision of Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics and
management. Her research project, titled "Government Intervention in the Informal Sector: A case study of Guayaquil, Ecuador," primarily
asks the question "How should the government in developing countries respond to a growing urban informal sector?" Castro examines this
issue by interviewing over one hundred vendors from ten different markets who were once part of the urban informal sector. She examined
the entire sample and then divided the sample by gender to study the effect of policy intervention on men and women street vendors
separately . Results were presented at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research in Virginia. Castro presented at the 2005 UMM
Undergraduate Research Symposium and will present at the 2005 Annual Conference of the International Association for Feminist
Economists in Washington D.C. in June. Lawrence and Castro plan to submit an article to either Feminist Economics or World Development.
Castro has also been a teaching assistant for Principles of Microeconomics and Introduction to Econometrics. She served on the Activity
Fee Review Committee, as treasurer of United Latinos, and as a resident advisor for the Office of Residential Life for two years.

William Cox, graduating in May 2005 with a major in mathematics and a minor in statistics, demonstrates a strong grasp of the theoretical ,
experimental and computational aspects of physics, as well as the ability to think quantitatively, creatively and independently.
For the past four years, undergraduate students and Gordon McIntosh, associate professor of physics, have been carrying out an
observational radio astronomical program monitoring silicon monoxide masers in the circumstellar environment of long period variable
stars. The observations have been carried out remotely using the Haystack Radio Telescope in Westford, Massachusetts. Cox has been
responsible for about one third to one half of the observations during the past year and a half. During Summer 2004, he volunteered to
return to UMM and carry out the observations. In order to carry out the observations and analysis, Cox learned about the operation of the
Haystack telescope, the acquisition and reduction of data, statistical analysis, and maser physics.
Cox ' s work has been supported by a Morris Academic Partnership and by an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program grant.
He presented results at the 2004 Minnesota Academy of Science meeting and at the 2004 meeting of the Minnesota Area Association of
Physics Teachers (MAAPT). His poster was titled "Characterization of SiO Maser Features Using an Autocorrelation Function." He
reported fmiher results at the 2005 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium, the 2005 MAAPT meeting, and will possibly present at
the 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers meeting in Salt Lake City in August.
Cox demonstrates a high level of achievement in mathematics scholarsh ip. He was a member of the 2003 UMM Putnam Mathematics
Competiti on Team that placed 7 lstoutof 401 competing institutions, the best achieved by UMM since 1977 and only the third time a UMM
team has reached the top 150 teams ranking level. Individually, Cox was in the top one third of the 3615 competitors.
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Ellery Crane has done a remarkable amount of impressive, high quality research in computer science. He has worked with Nicholas
McPhee, associate professor of computer science, for nearly two years, under the Morris Academic Partner and Undergraduate Research
Oppoitunity Project programs. In 2003-04 Crane co-authored a paper with McPhee and UMM student Alex Jarvis that was accepted by
the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)-one of the two largest international conferences in evolutionary
computation. Crane traveled with McPhee to Seattle and co-presented the paper to an international audience of researchers in the field.
Crane and McPhee submitted a second paper, currently under review, to the 2005 GECCO. Crane and McPhee are also working on
data collection and analysis for a paper McPhee will present to the 2005 Genetic Programming in Theory and Practice at the University
of Michigan in May. Crane will be included in the workshop.
Crane has also distinguished himself in political science. He presented his outstanding Senior Seminar project "The Minority Party
and the Decision to Filibuster in the U.S . Senate" at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference.

Johanna Farmer is a senior majoring in political science, theater and Native American studies. Outside adjudicators were so impressed
with the costumes she designed for Blithe Spirit that she was invited as a costume designer to present her work and represent UMM at the
American College Theatre Festival in St. Louis, Missouri, in January 2005. She created a poster board and wrote a paper shaiing her research
and creative design work, which was evaluated at the conference. This spring she presented her senior Native American studies capstone
project "Native Americans and Public Policy: A Case Study on Land Reclamation in the Black mns of South Dakota" at the 2005 UMM
Undergraduate Research Symposium. Farmer was a Truman Scholar finalist during her junior year.

Adam Girtman worked as a research assistant with Jennifer Goodnough, assistant professor of chemistry, on a major research project
funded through the Grant-In-Aid program at the U of M Graduate School. The overall goal of the reseai·ch, titled "Determination of
Rotational Correlation Times in Water/Salt Mixtures," is a better understanding of hydrogen bonding in water as well as the structure and
dynamics of liquid water. The research uses the discipline 's Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Instrument to measure and study changes in
chemical shift and spin-lattice relaxation time as a function of salt concentration and temperature.
Girtman was granted Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program funding to continue a research project of his own titled "Analysis
of Chemical Shifts and Relaxation Times by Various Concentrations of Methanol and Water." The results of his research was presented
at the 2005 National Conference for Undergraduate Research in Lexington, Virginia.
Anna Harrington received solid As in all of the UMMFrench courses. She participated in the annual Edith Farrell French Poetry Reading
Contest and worked with Dr. Bettina Blake to polish her pronunciation. This is academic work for which she has not received credit, but
which has contributed to her excellent skill s. Harrington helped Blake by working with beginning students, moving into a teacher's role.
She has worked as a French tutor for four years.
Although a French major, Hanington 's music involvement is far above that of many music majors. She is a gifted and hard-working
pianist distinguishing herself musically in several recitals. Harrington presented a full senior piano recital that features programmatic piano
works by French composers and includes her own brief introductions in French to each work presented. This recital is the equivalent of
a music major's Senior Project. Harrington taught piano lessons to community children after completing a piano pedagogy course.
Harrington is engaged in an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project in interdi sciplinary reseai·ch that combines French
and music studies to analyze how rap and hip-hop in France are challenging and simultaneously solidifying French national identity. Her
project, provi sionally titled "Pi af to Rap : Music and Lyrics as Instruments of Cultural Critique," will make a significant contribution to
understanding the importance of rap and hip-hop music in French society. A new field of study in French, the work she has done thus far
in her project is excellent, the caliber of a master's thesis. She presented her work at the 2005 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium
and plans to pursue this field of inquiry in graduate school.
Harrington has been French club president in 2002-2003 and 2004-2005 and speai·headed the initi ative to get Entre Nous funded as
a regulai· club. She has been involved in intramural sports, organizing several teams herself. Harrington is devoted to UMM. She helped
the French di sc ipline recruit students, and met with prospective students to encourage them to attend UMM.
Laura Hildreth will graduate in 2006 with majors in economics and stati stics. She has earned a GPA of 3.92. Hildreth effectively and
efficiently uses stati stical methods and techniques. She is involved in almost all aspects of the appli ed statistics, from survey and
experimental design to exploratory and confirmatory analysis of the data.
Hildreth is finishing her Moni s Academic Paitnership (MAP) under the supervision of Pai·eena Lawrence, associate professor of
economics and management, and is currently working on a research project titled "Economics of TeiTOrism." This study was initiated as a
MAP project to assist Lawrence in her research. Hildreth ' s work on this project has been so exceptional that Lawrence is contemplating turning
this research project into a manuscript for a book. The research examines the economic causes of terrorism by using an interdisciplinary
approach. Hildreth is developing an economic model of preferences that, given the right mix of circumstances/environment, can lead to teLTorist
behavior as a rational outcome. Though no one factor can explain what causes and sustains terrorism, through economic and statistical
modeling it is possible to explain how many factors interact and influence/lead to terrori st activities. Hildreth's research results were
presented at the 2005 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium.
Hildreth worked as a research assistant for Arne Kildegaai·d, associate professor of economics and management, and Engin Sungur,
professor of mathematics. She carried out a statistical analysis of data related with global diversi ty and presented her findings effectively
in written and oral form . Hildreth is a research/teaching assistant for an on line statistics course. She works on development of instructional
technology tools and electronic assessment/evaluation, grades assignments, tutors students, and answers questions by using onJine tools.
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Katie Larson will graduate in May 2005 with majors in English and French, and a minor in philosophy. As a first year student in Pari s
as Text/Image/Sound, she had not studied any French at all, but wrote a stunningly perceptive pastiche of a Charles Baudelaire poem. After
showing precocious talent, Larson was allowed to skip an entire year of language instruction. She will be a teaching assistant for the July
in Paris course for Sarah Buchanan, assistant professor of French, this summer.
This spring, Larson has undertaken an advanced research project on nineteenth century British fiction and literary theory while
studying abroad in France. In the English major, Larson ' s pe1formance has been consistently remarkable. Her intellectual agility shows
up in classroom discussions, in her encouragement of other students, and, perhaps best of all , in discussions outside of class and even off
campus.
During the 2003-2004 academic year, Larson co-authored with Pieranna Garavaso, professor of philosophy, and Allison Friedly ' 04
a paper which served as the basis for a panel titled "Philosophy, Feminist Debate, and Personal Engagement" that was presented at the 2003
University of Minnesota Academy of Distinguished Teachers and at the 2004 conference on "Sustainable Feminisms: A Cross-Border
Conference" at Macalester College. Larson wrote the second section of the paper titled "Critical Distinctions between Analytic Feminism
and Women's Studies." The project emerged from class discussions in Phil 2152 Introduction to Analytic Feminism for which both Friedly
and Larson were teaching assistants. During Fall 2004, Larson and Garavaso revised the paper. In January 2005, they submitted the revised
paper titled "Teaching Analytic Feminism with Experiential Leaming" for publication in Teaching Philosophy, the top journal in thi s
country publishing discussions on pedagogical issues related to philosophy
Tim Lindberg is a junior majoring in political science and history with a 3.8 GPA. Lindberg ' s scholarship exhibits solid research designs,
innovative interdisciplinary methods and thoughtful synthesis and reformulation of existing research questions into creative studies.
Lindberg presented a paper titled "Some Deaths Are More Equal Than Others: A Content Analysis of Media Framing Effects" at the 2004
Midwest Regional Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference at Creighton University and at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate
Research Symposium. He presented a paper titled "Two-Party Addiction, Third Party Backlash: Voting Behaviors Toward Third Parties
in the 2004 Election" at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference, receiving one of four 2005 Midwest
Regional Political Science Conference' s Best Paper Awards . In partnership with fellow student Geoff Sheagley, Lindberg co-authored a
paper titled "The Politics of Entertainment: Civic Cues of the Daily Show" to be presented at the 2005 Midwest Political Science Convention
in Chicago, the nation's second largest professional political science professional meeting.

Isaac Linehan-Clodfelter, a sophomore in the Honors Program majoring in political science, presented his paper, "Value-Mi1T01ing
and Voting Behavior" at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference, receiving one of four Midwest Regional
Undergraduate Political Science Conference Best Paper Awards. He is co-authoring a paper on the relationship between human rights
abuses and the evolution of human rights institutions to be presented at the 2005 Justice Studies Conference in Hartford, Conn. , in June.
Emily Loehr is a sophomore in the Honors Program majoring in political science. Her scholarship exhibits strong research designs,
sophisticated methods, and thoughtful and creative new approaches to existing research questions. Loehr presented her paper titled" Agenda
Staying Power? Media Coverage of Three Non-Redistributive Policy Questions" at the 2004 Midwest Regional Undergraduate Political
Science Research Conference at Creighton University and at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. She is the only first
year student to present research at the Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Conference and the only UMM political science first year
student to present to a scholarly conference.
In addition to being the lead conference organizer, she presented her paper "Family Ties: An Analysis of Party Identification and
Socialization Among Young Voters" at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference. It is currently under
review by the Missouri Valley Journal of Political Science for possible publication.

Sarah Lofgren has been active in a number of scholarly research projects spanning the disciplines of biology and chemistry. She got her
start in the Introduction to Research class during her sophomore year when she worked with Jim Togeas, professor of chemistwA, on a
project aimed at using computational methods to learn more about how acetic acid (vinegar) molecules behave in the vapor phase. The
results have been submitted for publication with Lofgren as co-author. Lofgren worked on an Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program project with Cheryl Neudauer, former assistant professor of biology, in which she investigated the expression of proteins that bind
to insulin-like growth factor in melanoma cells.
Over the summer between her sophomore and junior years , Lofgren worked with Gary Nelsestuen, professor of biochemistry,
molecular biology and biophysics at the Twin Cities campus, as part of the Life Sciences Summer Undergraduate Research Program
(LSSURP). She used mass spectrometry to analyze the different levels of certain peptides in the blood of sick and healthy people. One goal
of this research is to find "biomarkers" in body fluids that will help diagnose an individual's susceptibility to different diseases. She
presented her findings at a public LSS URP poster session at the end of the summer and is planning to present a poster detailing thi s same
work at the upcoming 2005 national meeting of the Ame1ican Chemical Society.
Lofgren conducted a Directed Study research project with Tim Soderberg, assistant professor of chemistry. In this project, she has
cloned a gene from a "thermophilic" (heat-loving) microorganism that is thought to be part of an alternative pathway for the synthesis of
a precursor to DNA and studied the protein encoded by this gene. She presented these results at the 2005 UMM Undergraduate Research
Symposium.
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Benjamin Peterson is an outstanding senior with a current GPA of3.867 and majors in mathematics and physics, and minors in chemistry
and statistics. He spent recent summers as a technical aide at 3M designing models of polarization optics of thin films (2004) and as a
National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program research assistant with a biophysicist at the U of
M, Twin Cities modeling neural activity in the audio cortex (2003).
Peterson 's most distinguished achievement is in the field of theoretical mathematics. In 2003, he became only the third UMM student
in forty years to reach the "honor" list in the national Putnam Mathematical Competition, the top 14% in the competition-the cream of
the cream. The national mathematics problem-solving competition held annually is the ultimate test of ability. In theoretical or "pure"
mathematics, the level of knowledge needed to engage in realistic theoretical research lies well beyond the undergraduate level. Almost
exclusively, undergraduate research in mathematics has taken the form of applications to "real world" problems or computer explorations
of aspects of some (possibly solved or) unsolved problem. While these activities require critical thinking and knowledge of the subject,
they are not necessarily theoretically creative. "Problem-solving" aims to involve students in a "virtual" process of theoretical research.
A student tackles theoretical problems in mathematics with no prior knowledge of what aspects of mathematics are needed for solution.
The student has to find creative, non-standard ways to solve these problems. The problems are not research level in the field in the sense
of creating new knowledge, but the processes involved mimic those of a professional researcher in pure mathematics.
The Putnam problems set are so hard that normally about half of the entrants fail to score a single point. Peterson was the top scorer
in the UMM team ranked 71st nationally in 2003.

Jon Quarfoth has distinguished himself as an exceptional student, illustrated by a 3.74 GPA, and an outstanding researcher. He will
graduate with a major in computer science and minors in mathematics and statistics. Quaifoth completed a Morris Academic Partner (MAP)
last year with Dian Lopez, professor of computer science, after assisting her with her research as a volunteer for one semester. Lopez notes
that Quaifoth delved into her research papers, asked intelligent questions and continued to leai·n. He was not afraid to tackle challenging
problems and works very well independently.
Quarfoth has progressed from research assistant to Lopez's junior partner. He applied for a Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program grant this spring to continue research with Lopez that is expected to evolve into a journal paper. Quaifoth has one refereed
publication, MICS in April 2004, and one accepted paper that will appear in MICS in April 2005, plus a Best Presentation Award given
at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. His goal is to present at the 2006 National Conference on Undergraduate Reseai·ch
and to work on a journal paper for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. journal IEEE Transactions on Parallel and
Distributed Systems.
Quaifoth serves on the computer science tenure-track search committee and contributes immensely to the work of the committee. His
team recently placed third in the Digi-Key Collegiate Computing Competition. His help was greatly appreciated with the Midwest
Computing Symposium held at UMM last year. He is an active member of UMM' s Computer Science Club.

Samuel Redman's exemplary accomplishments in research reflect his combined interests in history and anthropology and his focus on
museum studies, particularly Old World collections. He is the first UMM student to secure a coveted internship at the Chicago Field
Museum, working in the sensitive area of Native American human remains and funerary object repatriation. He presented a paper on his
repatriation research at the 2003 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. Redman so impressed his supervisors that he was selected,
over graduate student applicants, for a six month paid internship.
Redman conducted research at several Midwest museums in which he explored the rationale and past practices of artifact acquisition.
This research is original and considered of sufficient importance to be published. His article appears in the peer-reviewed journal
Collections titled "What Self-respecting Museum is Without One?: Midwest Museums and Classical Archaeology, 1893-1998." This paper
secured second place in the Annual National Association for the Practice of Anthropology Student Achievement Award competition and
will be listed in the Council on Undergraduate Research Quarterly March 2005 edition. He presented this reseai·ch project at the 2004 UMM
Undergraduate Research Symposium.
Redman recently traveled to a YMCA camp in Ely, Minnesota, at the request of the Chicago Field Museum, to locate a valuable totem
pole originally from the Northwest Coast. He and the head curator of the Museum's Native American Collection are instructing the totem
pole owners on conservation, reseai·ching and writing the history of the artifact, and beginning the sensitive process of potential repatriation
of the ruiifact to its home tribe.
Academically, Redman has excelled with an overall 3.643 GPA-3.956 in anthropology and 3.898 in history. He is co-founder and
first president of the UMM Sociology and Anthropology Society, and paiticipated in the UMM Honors Program.

David Robbin, an economics and management major, conducted exceptional independent research as a Morris Academic Partner and
in two Undergraduate Research Oppmtunities Program projects (UROP).
Robbin assisted in a MAP project examining the economic implications of the emergence of global alliances in the airline industry.
Hi s work is acknowledged by the authors in a paper forthcoming in the Global Economy Journal. Robbin continued work on the airline
industry in two UROP projects of hi s own design. The first project developed a unique database utilizing information from the International
Civil Aeronautics Organization, Boeing and Airbus to classify aircraft fleets of different carriers by various characteristics. The changing
fleet chai·acteristics of the major airlines was presented to the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. His recent project utilizes
fl eet characteristics to explain different carrier costs per avai lable seat mile. The data and the empirical methodo logy break new ground.
The paper was presented to the 2005 National Conference on Undergraduate Research.
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Robbin is treasurer of the Honors Program, has excelled academically as illustrated by a 3.94 GPA, served as the economics and
management Social Science Division student representative, served as a teaching assistant for the core curriculum in economics, served
as the student member of a faculty research review committee, served as orientation group leader, and performed two half recitals while
an active member of the UMM choir, of which he served as treasurer.

Tiffany Roufs, a senior theatre major, distinguished herself as among the biightest, most talented, and most dedicated students while
maintaining a 3.9 GPA. In addition, she has continually proved herself an excellent role model to her peers.
An excellent researcher and writer, Roufs has presented on a wide range of topics, including Shakespeare, mime and Arthur Miller.
She has an intense interest in feminist issues of theatre history and has presented on such leading women theatre artists with intelligence
and precision. One of Roufs ' most successful academic enterprises was a Directed Study in Irish drama, which she conducted with Ray
Schultz, assistant professor of theatre, during Summer 2002. Roufs lived in Dublin and studied and viewed texts and productions of the
seminal plays of this rich literary tradition. As she worked over the summer and on the production of a play by Irish playwright Brian F1iel
at UMM that fall, it became increasingly obvious that Roufs had found "her" subject. Using her research to date as the foundation for her
proposal, she applied for a Fulbright Scholarship. The initial screening committee was duly impressed with her application.
Excelling as an actor, Roufs essayed numerous roles in a variety of styles, including Medea, Dancing at Lughnasa, The Mystery of
Edwin Drood and Blithe Spirit. She was nominated for a prestigious Irene Ryan Acting Competition Award, sponsored by the American
College Theatre Festival (ACTF), three times, a feat no other student has matched at UMM to date . She is the ideal actor: equally intelligent
and intuitive, passionate and thoughtful, as well as the consummate team player. Her contribution to The Laramie Project, a docu-drama
about the murder of Matthew Shepard that required her to play multiple roles, displayed an emotional complexity and technical versatility
that belied her years. Indeed, upon viewing the production, the ACTF adjudicator remarked that some of Roufs' characterizations were
superior to those of the original New York cast comprised of professional actors.
Exhibiting tremendous promise as a theatrical director, Roufs ' recent production of Proof, which served as her Senior Project, showed
that she is capable of guiding actors to the same kind of sensitive and multi-dimensional portrayals that she herself regularly delivers. She
was chosen by the ACTF conference committee to direct one of the festival's IO-minute plays at the regional conference in January 2004
and did an exemplary job.

Kathryn Schwaderer's academic work is far above and beyond the normal requirements of coursework and paid student employment.
Schwaderer was selected to be a participant in the Research Experience for Undergraduates program at SUNY-ESF, Syracuse, New York,
sponsored by the National Science Foundation. She worked under the direction of Dr. Mark Teece, a biogeochemistry professor, with whom
she is collaborating on a paper to publish the results of this project. The project involved isolating and separating fatty acids from Calanoid
copepods and subsequent analysis via chromat0graphic techniques. Schwaderer presented this research at the 2005 spring national meeting
of the American Chemical Society in San Diego, California in a poster titled "Isolation and separation of fatty acids from two Calanoid
copepods, Diaptomus sicilis and Epischura lacustris."
She conducted an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project (UROP) inFall 2004 under the direction of Ted M. Pappenfus,
assistant professor of chemistry. Schwaderer's UROP project focuses on the synthesis of organic mateiials for electronic device
applications. She presented this research at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research in Lexington, Virginia, in April 2005.
Schwaderer has a tremendous amount of undergraduate research experience and her outstanding performance is best summarized by her
ability to work independently, think critically, and maintain persistence in the laboratory. She plans to continue research in the future, as
she will assist with a study involving the migration and population patterns of roe deer this summer in Sweden.
Geoff Sheagley is a junior majoring in political science and statistics with a 3.5 GPA. Sheagley' s work exhibits Iigorous research designs,
advanced methodological skills and thoughtful synthesis and reformulation of existing research questions into creative studies. He is a firstrate scholar and his research record is already strong as evidenced by his conference presentations and awards.
Sheagley is the author of three substantive papers. The first titled "From Jesse to Arnold: The Framing of America's Movie
Star Governors" was presented at the 2004 Midwest Regional Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference at
Creighton University and at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. This paper received one of
three 2004 Midwest Regional Political Science Conference's Best Paper Awards, the first time any non-senior
participant in the conference's ten plus year' s hi story received the honor.
His second paper titled " Red State, Blue State: The Null Effect of ' Values' in the 2004 Presidential Vote in
Minnesota," was presented at the 2005 Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference. In
partnership with fellow student Tim Lindberg, Sheagley co-authored a paper titled "The Politics of
Entertainment: Civic Cues of the Daily Show" to be presented at the 2005 Midwest Political
Science Convention in Chicago, the nation's second largest professional political science
meeting.
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Kathryn Sullivan graduates in May 2005 with a major in mathematics and minors in statistics and studio art. Her overaJI GPA is 3.923.
Sullivan' s research project is interdisciplinary in nature, beneficial to the fields of mathematics, environmental science, statistics and
computer science. Sullivan completed a Morris Academic Partner (MAP) project titled "Minimum Sum Vertex Cover." This notorious
problem has stumped the world's most renown experts in combinatorics. Sullivan's willingness to take on this cbaJlenge speaks to her
undying love to fearlessly immerse herself in unknown territory in mathematics-an attribute that mathematicians and scholars appreciate.
She presented her results in the 2004 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium. Peh Ng, associate professorof mathematics, and Sullivan
have written a preprint to be submitted to the Journal of Graph Theory.
Results of Sullivan' s Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project (UROP) titled "The Pancake Problem: Improving the
Bounds for Prefix Permutations" were presented at the annual Joint National Meeting of the American Mathematical Society and the
Mathematical Association of America in Atlanta, Georgia. The outcomes of her UROP project will be submitted to the Journal of
Undergraduate Mathematics and Applications.
Sullivan worked on her third research project on Modeling Nutrient Yield in the Chesapeake Bay. It is extremely difficult for an
undergraduate student to join the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) for this program. She spent ten weeks in Annapolis,
Maryland, where she is working on mathematical models to help SERC predict the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus in the water based
on landscape characteristics. She presented her results at the 2005 UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium.
Sullivan is a loyal and well sought after tutor in mathematics and statistics. She has been an outstanding co-chair or executive staff
of E-Quality, the Math Club and the Women's Resource Center.
Laura Sullivan's superb written and oral communications skills provide the tools to weave together experiences, both personal and
scientific. Her BioComm paper and Senior Seminar focused on Freutzfeldt-Jacob disease, from which her grandmother died several years
ago. Sullivan' s Honors Project considered the ethical questions surrounding post-mortem sperm collection.
Sullivan's Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP) research, conducted as an assistant to Tirona Wyckoff, assistant
professor of biology, compared bacterial antibiotic resistance on conventional and organic dairies in the Morris area. She helped collect
milk samples and analyze bacterial isolates. The data is the subject of an abstract that was submitted to the American Society for
Microbiology General Meeting that Sullivan will attend in June 2005.
Sullivan also conduced research with Dr. Kent Reed at the U of M, Twin Cities campus last summer. The paper generated by this work,
"In Silico Mapping of ESTs from the Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo ),"has been submitted to the journal Animal Genetics. Sullivan worked
with Reed this spring and will attend graduate school in microbiology this fall .

Joseph Swartz, Jr. made a tremendous contribution to the Wilmington Project. The Wilmington Project involves transcribing,
analyzing, compiling and preparing for publication the surviving serial manuscript records of potential value to genealogists and family
historians for the town of Wilmington, Essex County, New York. Swartz transcribed and edited a 500-page volume of general store records .
He prepared some 1500 pages (three volumes) of general store records for publication. He edited the entire manuscript to conform to editing
standards and played a significant role in determining those guidelines. He prepared a series of appendixes which will enable future users
to understand the accounting methods employed, the types of products sold, the store's varied clientele, and the store's function as a bank.
He will appear as co-editor of the volumes to be published by Willow Bend Press.
Swartz has compiled an outstanding UMM academic record, including a 3.8 GPA, while enrolling in many of the most challenging
social science and humanities cow-ses.

Tim Trometer got his first taste of research in his sophomore year in Introduction to Research. Trometer began working with Dr. Jennifer
Goodnough, assistant professor of chemistry in Spring 2004 on a major research project as a research assistant funded through Grant-InAid program at the U of M Graduate School. He co-presented on the research with Melissa Swenson at the 2004 UMM Undergraduate
Research Symposium. He continued this research last summer. The research uses the discipline' s Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Instrument
to measure and study changes in chemical shift and spin-lattice relaxation time as a function of salt concentration and temperature. The
chemical shift is an indicator of changes in hydrogen bond strengths and the liquid structure. Measuring the spin-lattice relaxation time
allows for the calculation of the rotational correlation time, which provides insight into the dynamics of water solutions. Trometerpresented
his results titled "Detem1ination of Rotational Correlation Times in Water/Salt Mixtures ," at the national meeting of the American Chemical
Society in San Diego, California, in March 2005 . Trometer was granted 2004-2005 Undergraduate Research Opportunity Project (UROP)
funding for research of his own titled "Effects of Hydrogen Bonding in Methanol due to the Addition of Calcium Chloride." Results were
presented at the 2005 National Conference for Undergraduate Research in Lexington, Virginia.

Mark Twesme got hi s first taste of research with Aubrey MacIntosh, former assistant professor of chemistry. Summer 2004, Twesme
worked on an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project with Dr. Kelli Bullard at the U of M School of Medicine. He
investigated pathways of metastasis, the process by which tumor cells spread in the body. The title of this work is "Hyaluronan Affects
Integrin-mediated Adhesion of Colon Cancer Cells to the Extracellular Matrix Protein Laminin ." lntegrins are cell-surface receptors that
bind to ligands in the extracellular matrix, which have been implicated in the metastasis of colon cancer. Colon cancer cells have been shown
to bind with high affinity to laminin, a ligand present in the extracellular matrix . The results suggest that hyaluronan has an effect on integrin
fun ction . Hyaluronan may cause a conformational change of the integrin subunit or may activate the integrin subunit through cellular
signaling. Twesme presented hi s results at the spring 2005 meeting of the American Chemical Society, and at the spring 2005 meeting of
the National Council of Undergraduate Research.
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